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One Belt, One Road,
and Many Opportunities

P

rior to the advent of fast and reliable shipping, the heart
of Central Asia was for millennia the highway by which
goods, people and ideas crossed the distances between
East Asia and Europe. President Xi Jinping’s ‘One Belt, One
Road’ initiative envisages modernising and expanding this
traditional trade route through connections to Indo-China and
East Africa. As such, it offers enormous opportunities for a wide
variety of business activities.
From Xi’an to Lanzhou and Urumqi in China, the Silk Road
will carve through South-west Asia, linking the ancient cities
of Almaty and Samarkand through Tehran to Istanbul and on
into Europe. The sea lanes through the South China Sea and
across the Indian Ocean will more closely link East Africa to the
growing East Asian economies as well as markets in Europe.
First conceptualised in September 2013, the vision is to
enhance regional connectivity and deepen integration into
a cohesive economic area through building infrastructure,
increasing cultural exchanges, and broadening trade. To date,
projects such as Russia’s Euro-Asia Railways, KazakhstanJiangsu transport connections and Sino-Thai rail development
cooperation are laying the foundations for future growth and
investment.
In February, Vice Premier Zhang Gaoli sketched out priorities
for the Belt and Road initiative, highlighting transportation
infrastructure, easier investment and trade, financial cooperation
and cultural exchange. This was followed by Premier Li Keqiang’s
March government work report which focused attention on
strengthening infrastructure connections and simplifying
customs clearance procedures.
The proposed Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB)
is expected to be the backbone agency guiding and financing
much of the work to be undertaken over the coming decades.
Much of the AIIB’s work will require the kinds of professional
and business services we in Hong Kong offer, as well as financing
and project management. Renminbi financial instruments such
as those we offer are likely to be a key tool for realising the full
potential of this grand vision. Hong Kong businesses, and Hong
Kong itself should make every effort to seize and capitalise on
these opportunities as they arise, and not be left behind.
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Competition Ordinance
Lacks Clarity

S

ince the passage of the Competition Ordinance in 2012, the
ambiguity of the law has remained a major worry for businesses.
This not only makes implementation difficult, but also means
that some businesses may inadvertently infringe the law. As such, we have
reiterated our views and urged the Government to offer exemptions to
certain sectors.
The LegCo Panel on Economic Development recently discussed the
Competition Ordinance. Anna Wu, Chairperson of the Competition
Commission, expressed her hope that the Competition Law will take effect
on or before 1 December this year. That may explain why the consultation
periods have been short, but we would prefer to have a clear, unambiguous
law rather than one that is quickly put in place.
In the revised draft guidelines issued earlier, the Commission provided
some examples of what companies can and cannot do under the law. While
we appreciate the effort to alleviate our concerns, there are still many grey
areas that must be clarified.
Under the draft guidelines, there is a lack of clarity in the First Conduct
Rule, where it states that parties with “a very small share of the relevant
market” may also contravene the Rule. The guidelines need to explain, or
offer examples, of how companies with small market shares (1%? 5%?)
might harm competition in markets where some players may have 30% or
even 50% market shares.
In addition, when the U.S. and some European countries introduced
their laws, they granted specific or block exemption to certain sectors, such
as airlines, insurance houses and shipping companies. This was due to the
simple fact that some business activities have to be extremely responsive
to changes in the market, and should not be regarded as a monopoly.
Therefore we hope that Hong Kong can follow overseas’ practices and offer
exemptions to certain sectors.
Some experts on the Competition Law also warned me that with their
focus on “object” instead of “effect,” some regulations under the draft
guidelines, if implemented, would be stricter than regulations imposed
on businesses in the United States and European Union. This will likely
increase the costs of doing business in Hong Kong, affect our status as the
world’s freest economy and undermine our competitiveness.
After the publication of the revised draft guidelines at the end of March,
the Competition Commission spent just half a month collecting views from
the public. The business community considered the consultation too hasty
and hoped the Commission would continue to listen to the opinions of
various sectors. I have raised the issues concerning the revised draft guidelines
with the Commission and their response has been passed to the Chamber.
The Competition Law is a double-edged sword. It is crucial for the
Government to strike a balance between fostering economic development
and protecting the interests of consumers.

Innovate to Survive

T

he story of Hong Kong as a place of few resources but hard working
and entrepreneurial people is well known to us all. As we move
forward, however, we are going to need to be even more clever, even
more adept at taking advantage of newly arising opportunities and even
more focused on capitalising on our strengths.
We do not have a deep and broadly based research-focused science
base, and the costs of building one are daunting. What we do have is a
keen ability to take existing technology and do with it something new.
What we lack in research we can more than make up for in development
and innovation.
Nevertheless, our investment in the innovation and technology
industries has fallen well behind our peers. As part of your Chamber’s
efforts to close this gap, we have supported the establishment of an
Innovation and Technology Bureau. We also organise regular talks to
keep members current on the latest developments. Last month, we joined
Microsoft to co-organise the “CityNext Forum: Engaging 21st Century
Citizens.” We also recently sent a delegation to Europe to study how cities
such as Milan and Barcelona are developing smart cities.
For many years now we have organised the annual Hong Kong Awards
for Industries: Innovation and Creativity category to showcase and
celebrate outstanding innovative companies. Members are encouraged to
nominate companies they believe reflect the best ideas Hong Kong has to
offer, via our website.
Few entrepreneurs are successful at launching their first businesses.
Rather, the greater likelihood is that the first few efforts end in failure
before the right combination of experience and good ideas finally clicks.
Having a business environment where the cost of failure is low, which is
what we have here, is one of the key elements in generating success.
Hong Kong has constantly reinvented itself as the old way of doing
things lost its attraction. We grew out of manufacturing into services, and
then broadened and deepened our expertise in finance and professional
services to become the premier business and financial centre in the Asian
half of the world. While the business centre model still has plenty of room
to grow, we need to be thinking about the next step in our evolution,
innovation.

The Chamber’s fifth Free Ride Day was welcomed
by the public and tourists alike

T

he Chamber celebrated its 154th anniversary
on 29 May with its fifth “Free Ride Day,” which
allowed everyone in Hong Kong to ride on trams
and two Star Ferry routes free of charge for the entire
day. Chamber Chairman Y.K. Pang, Deputy Chairman Stephen Ng, LegCo Representative Jeffrey Lam,
CEO Shirley Yuen and General Committee members,
together with over 50 members and Chamber staff rang
hand bells to officially kick off Free Ride Day.
“For the past 154 years, the Chamber has gone
through various ups and downs with members and
the community, and we have all worked hard to build a
prosperous future for Hong Kong,” Pang said at a press
conference to kick off Free Ride Day. “Our birthday

wish this year is for all business sectors to thrive and for
everyone to have a happy and prosperous year. We also
hope that society can come together to make sure constitutional development moves ahead.”
To help spread news about Free Ride Day, the Chamber has been running a “Chamber Quiz” on its Facebook
page, which has received an encouraging response. It has
also helped the community gain a better understanding
of the Chamber’s work.
The Chamber also started a “Free Ride Day Photo
Competition” on 15 May as part of the celebrations
leading up to 29 May, the date of the Chamber’s establishment. Members of the public had the chance to win
a HKGCC souvenir by taking a photo of the Chamber’s

logo, or any participating member companies’ logo.
They then just had to upload it to their Instagram feed
with the hashtag #freerideday2015 and follow HKGCCHAMBER.
In the afternoon, Pang, CEO Shirley Yuen and some
members of the Chamber’s General Committee, took
The Star Ferry and distributed souvenirs to passengers.
Speaking at a press conference in the afternoon, Pang
said he was delight with the overwhelmingly positive
feedback from the public about Free Ride Day, which
also serves as one of HKGCC’s initiatives to bring
together the entire community. We also hope that it
spreads the message that HKGCC, as the voice of business, and its members, have long contributed towards
building a brighter and more prosperous Hong Kong.
Yuen said over 300,000 passengers benefitted from
Free Ride Day, and that the event helps to spread a “feelgood” atmosphere throughout the community.
She reiterated her gratitude to the 52 participating
and supporting members, as well as three media partners – HKC Enterprises, Metro Broadcast Corporation
Limited and the Sing Tao Group, including Sing Tao
Daily, Headline Daily and The Standard – who helped
make Free Ride Day such a success.

T

he first quarter was not kind to East Asian traders.
The value of two-way cross-border commerce fell
by US$210 billion in January-March, as compared
to the first three months of 2014. China and Hong Kong
were the only economies to post a rise in trade, as illustrated in the accompanying graph.
The World Trade Organisation expects global trade to
rise just 3.3% this year, up from 2.8% in 2014 but slower
than the average 5.1% rate posted since 1990. As usual,
this will trigger anti-dumping claims and other barriers designed to protect local industries at the expense of
consumers. The Netherlands based CPB estimates that
import volumes among advanced economies rose 3.3%
in the first two months of the year, but only because
unit prices fell by 15.2%. Much of that decline is due to
cheaper oil, but manufactured goods prices worldwide
are down 3.4% and non-fuel commodities by 14.9%.
Ensuring full compliance with all the terms of an L/C
becomes all the more important when customers are
searching for excuses to cancel orders.
East Asia’s exports to the U.S. continue to support
what little growth is evident in the region. In nominal
terms, U.S. purchases from China were up 10.6%, from
ASEAN by 11.5% and from Korea by 13.6%. Japan’s sales
to the world’s largest economy, however, fell by 0.4%.

The differences in performance between the U.S.
and Europe are profound. On both sides of the Atlantic, imports fell. In Europe, purchases from outside the
currency zone fell by 3% in the first two months of the
year. In the U.S., first quarter imports dropped 1% from
a year ago. American employment rose 2% in the first
quarter, when compared to January-March 2014 and
unemployment fell by one point, to 5.4%. That’s less
than half the rate in Europe, and the resulting impact on
demand is clear. On both sides of the ocean retail trade
rose about 2.5% in the first quarter in volume terms,
which is the same as value terms given the zero inflation
environment. Unemployment in the EuroZone, however, remains in the 11-12% range.
The other big destination for East Asian sales are
China and Japan, where imports dropped by $85.7 billion and $74.5 billion, respectively. This contributed to
sluggish growth in Korea (2.4% in the first quarter), Singapore (2.1%) and, to a lesser degree, Taiwan (3.5%).
The IMF downgraded economic prospects for 2015
for Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, Indonesia, the Philippines and Thailand. Among the major economies, only
Indonesia (6.8%) is expected to see consumer prices rise
above 2.5%. Except here in Hong Kong, where inflation
is forecast at 3.2% this year.

Slow Start

Slow First Quarter Growth

H

ong Kong’s economy grew 2.1% in the first quarter of the year as exports grew less than 1% for the
third period in a row. Private consumption maintained its pace, increasing by 3.5% from a year earlier on
the basis of solid, 8% growth in durable goods purchases.
First quarter growth in personal demand was faster
than in either Korea (+1.5%) or Taiwan (+2.5%). However, non-resident (i.e., tourist) spending was not the
cause, as it declined by 4.4%, the fourth straight drop in
a row. The last time that happened was during the 199798 Asian Financial Crisis.
Capital investment rose 7.3%, but in a reverse of previous trends this one was driven by the private sector
(+10.2%), rather than – or, despite – the drop in public
investment (-9.0%). Both sides stocked up on machinery, equipment and software, but LegCo’s refusal to
allocate fund drove public building and construction
investment down 13.4% from a year earlier.
The Government held to its 1-3% outlook for the
year, but reduced expected inflation by three tenths of a
percent, to 3.2%. The Chamber’s own, 2-3% real growth
rate forecast remains unchanged, although the expectation that inflation will be in the 4-5% range should now
lean toward the lower end of the range.

Price increases averaged 4.4% in the first quarter, down somewhat from the uncomfortably higher
levels of late 2014. The closely watched GDP deflator rose 4.6% in Q-1, matching the fastest pace since
2011, recorded in the second quarter of last year. The
less well-known domestic demand deflator, which
takes its readings from local consumption and investment, slowed to 2.4%, from 3% in late 2014.
Although retail sales fell 2.3% in the first quarter from a year earlier, the main part of the decline
was related to nonessential luxury goods. This
reflects the slow-down in growth among Mainland
visitor arrivals, which account for nearly 80% of all
tourists.
Our labour market remains extremely tight, which
further dampens the local economy. Buildings aren’t
being built and those who remain unemployed
(despite extremely high vacancy ratios) aren’t spending their paychecks. The unemployment rate has
remained below 3.4% since 2011, during which time
the vacancy rate has averaged 3.3%. From its peak
back in 2009, the number of unemployed people has
fallen by more than 40% while those involuntarily
working part-time has declined by 35%.
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Start
Me Up
Hong Kong’s startup eco-system has been
enjoying exponential growth in the past few
years, driven in no small measure by
entrepreneurs’ desire to develop new
solutions to old problems

WoodLab: Where Great Ideas Converge

P

irry Leung set up his office in The Good Lab
six months ago with the dream of turning his
idea into a business reality. His company,
WoodLab, aims to transform construction waste
into valuable products by drawing on his
background in environmental engineering.
His idea, upcycling recycled waste into cat
litter, won the Green Building Ideas Pitch
Programme, but he didn’t know how to go about
running a business, so he set up at The Good
Lab, which supported the programme.
“At the Lab I meet many like-minded people
who are trying to improve our society, so I glad
that I have met many people who shares my
vision of protecting the environment by
recovering resources,” explained Leung. “We find
that food waste like soya pulp generated from
tofu and soya milk manufacturing is very
absorbent, which is ideal for producing ecofriendly cat litter. We are partnering with Hong
Kong Organic Waste Recycling Centre to test its
feasibility.”

Hocfu Takes the Pain Out of Home Renovations

W

hen it comes to renovating our home, we
often get stuck – or scared – with the
details, reliability of contractors and the quotations.
Consequently, a reliable contractor is worth his
weight in gold.
Woody Tong and Ross Kei understand how
people feel about decorators, so created an online
platform called Hocfu ( 好師傅) , which helps people
find a renovation contractor. “Many people have
no idea where to find a reliable person to handle
home renovation or repair works, which is why are
confident Hocfu will be such a hit,” said Tong.
“Initially, we aim to attract small projects budgeted
below $300,000.”
The partners launched Hocfu in 2013 as a
part-time project. After a year, they were getting a lot
of interest, “So we decided to work on our business
full time, and to minimize startup costs, we set up an
office in The Good Lab in April,” said Kei.
“With an extensive network, The Good Lab has
lined up experts and social investors to provide
advice to us. With their guidance, we have been
able to make our business plan more concrete,”
added Tong.

PMM Media Giving the Underprivileged a Voice

U

nderprivileged members of the community
are often ignored, but not by Jeffrey Kwok,
Co-Founder of PMM Media. Seeing the need to
raise awareness of the problems faced by the
disadvantaged, Kwok founded PMM Media to
enhance the public’s understanding of local
charities, NGOs and social enterprises.
“When the company was founded in 2013,
I started off by publishing a community journal
featuring local charity organizations and social
enterprises. I wanted the journal to help promote
how these organizations address social problems,
and prompt people to get involved,” said Kwok.
Later Kwok met Francis Ngai, Founder of Social
Ventures Hong Kong, who encouraged him to
develop his idea at The Good Lab, which helped
him to reach out to more people, said Kwok.
“I think the lab is more than just a working
space for startups. The mentors here are seasoned
social entrepreneurs who understand the common
problems faced by startups. They spent time
studying my business plan and lined up suitable
people to give me advice. Unlike the traditional
business community, we just have business
problems, but no business secrets!”

blueprint
Swire Properties launched blueprint on 15 January 2015.
Besides providing rent-free space for six months to startups to
get their business plan off the ground, it also has a mentor
network of over 70 seasoned executives and entrepreneurs.
They form organic relationships with the startups and provide
technical and business advice to increase the fledgling
businesses’ chances of success. Users of its co-working space
must pay a membership fee of HK$2,000 per month. For more
information, visit www.blueprint.swireproperties.com

The Good Lab
The Good Lab offers spaces to connect a wide range of startups,
from accountants to web designers to enable cross-sector synergy.
Its users can buy various membership packages, which are priced
based on the services provided. The Good Lab aims to nurture a
culture of active participation and collaborative co-creation. It
organizes a wide range of talks and workshops by experienced
business owners to help. Members who are interested in sharing
their expertise or learning more can contact Janis Tong, Head of
Programmes & Development, The Good Lab, at 3996-1934,
email janistong@goodlab.hk, or visit www.goodlab.hk
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A Broad-Minded Entrepreneur

Innovation is an attitude. It is a work or
communication culture that makes ideas
happen and flourish.

The Great Outdoors
People are increasingly avoiding shopping malls and heading to
Hong Kong’s country parks to enjoy the great outdoors, writes Amy Wong

M

any people dream of turning their hobby into a
career so that they can share their experience and
make money from doing what they love. That
is exactly what Whelan Leung decided to do in 1991 with
four like-minded friends when they established Protrek, a
hiking and outdoor clothing and equipment specialist.
Leung said when he used to work at an accountancy
firm, every Saturday morning he would bring his backpack
to work so that he could head straight for the outdoors
after work. He and his four friends used to be instructors
for the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Scheme, now known as
the Hong Kong Award for Young People (AYP), and would
often hear people lamenting about the difficulty they had
finding quality outdoor clothing in Hong Kong.
“The idea seemed like a no-brainer as there was a
shortage of such shops back then. However, we were
always mindful of the saying: ‘to open a shop is easy, but
keeping it going is an art,’ which was one of our biggest
concerns,” explained Leung.
Since opening his initial store, Protrek has expanded
to 11 stores, and also manages a HAGLÖFS brand store.
It also sells to department stores, sporting goods chains,
outdoor retailers, bike shops and even chiropractic clinics.

Leung said the business has grown steadily for more than
two decades because of Protrek’s business philosophy.
“The turning point for the business, perhaps the outdoor industry too, was around the time of SARS. At that
time, people became much more conscious about their
health and considered they needed to do more exercise. As
Hong Kong has its constraints with regards to limited sports
facilities, a lot more people took up hiking,” he explained.
“This created more opportunities for us to grow, but at the
same time brought in more competitors.”
More brands are vying for customers in stores and
shopping malls, but Leung said despite the fierce competition, he is against competing through price, as at the
end of the day it is not sustainable.
Sustainable business, sustainable planet
Leung said the company’s philosophy of running
a sustainable outdoors supplies business is a win-win
situation for his business, employees, customers and the
environment. Protrek keeps a close eye on labour welfare issues and environmental standards of its suppliers.
Over 80% of the brands it carries are certified for quality, durability and environmental sustainability. Dur-

ing staff training session, Leung and his partners speak
about the importance of being environmentally-friendly.
“Our imported brands are mainly from Europe, where
the outdoor clothing and equipment industries are sophisticated. Corporate social responsibility in business is also very
advanced. For instance, Europeans would not buy a down
jacket that was not traceable,” he explained.
In Hong Kong, Leung admitted that some customers preferred low prices over sustainable products so take their business elsewhere. However, after years of education, the company has won over a significant number of sports and outdoor enthusiasts who are concerned about the environment.
Quality service
Building customer trust and confidence is crucial for
success in any business, so it is essential that staff understand what they are selling to customers, how it is used
and its limitations. To let his staff have first-hand experience of their gear, the company organizes overseas skiing,
hiking, camping and ice climbing trips. “It is very important for our frontline staff to be able to share their travel
experience with customers, even if they are just exchanging advice and chatting,” he said.

Happy families
Leung said one of the greatest challenges for his
business is human resources management. “Building a happy work environment is essential to avoid a
high staff turnover, which is why during the appraisal
period I spend a lot of time talking and listening to
staff face-to-face. Staff want to be respected and this
truly motivates them. We also need to step into our
older staff ’s shoes and think how we can support them
more,” he said.
Leung explained one policy change that was very welcomed by staff was its “caring time-off programme”, which
enables staff to take half a day off from work to accompany
family members to visit the doctor or even spend time with
the family for dim sum. He also wants staff to learn more
about the industry, so every year brings some senior staff
to visit outdoor exhibitions in Germany to learn about new
trends, materials and technologies.
“I think staff appreciate the philosophy that we
employ in helping them understand our business and
industry more, and of course our concern and efforts to
protect the environment, which should be on everyone’s
agenda,” he said.

Doing Business in India

Recently, an HSBC survey ranked India
as the second most ‘up and coming’
destination for expats after China.

A foreign company can set up subsidiary companies in India in the form of private
companies, subject to Foreign Direct Investment guidelines. A subsidiary of the foreign
company is a domestic company and laws applicable to domestic companies shall apply.
A subsidiary company has the maximum flexibility to conduct business in India when
compared to a liaison or branch office.
A foreign company can set-up a JV with an Indian or another foreign company in India.
There are no separate laws for joint ventures in India and the laws applicable to domestic
companies apply equally to joint ventures.
Foreign companies can conduct business through their branch office in India. A BO can be
opened after obtaining approval from the Reserve Bank of India.
Foreign companies can also conduct business in India by being a partner of a LLP.
A LO can be opened in India, subject to approval by the Reserve Bank of India. A
liaison office can represent the foreign company / foreign group in India and act as a
communication channel between the parent company / group and Indian companies. A
LO cannot undertake commercial / trading / industrial activity in India and has to maintain
itself out of inward remittances received through normal banking channels.
FPIs can invest in India in financial markets such as pension funds, mutual funds,
investment trusts and asset management companies. FPI can invest in all securities in
the primary and secondary markets including equity and other instruments of companies
which are listed or to be listed on stock exchanges of India.
Foreign Direct Investment is prohibited in Lottery business including online lottery, chit
funds, real estate (other than construction development projects of development of
townships, residential and commercial premises, roads, bridges,etc.), construction of farm
houses, manufacturing of cigars, cigarettes, services like legal, accounting & auditing.
A company is a resident in India if it is incorporated in India or if the Place of Effective
Management of the company is in India.
Domestic and Foreign companies are subject to tax at a 30% and 40% respectively. The
said basic tax rate is increased with a surcharge ranging from 0 to 12% in the case of a
domestic company and 0 to 5% in the case of a foreign company. Furthermore, the tax
payable, inclusive of surcharge is enhanced by an education cess at the rate of 3%.
MAT is an alternate tax regime applicable to companies having high book profit but low
taxable income on account of exemptions / incentives. Such companies are liable to pay
tax on its book profit at the rate of 18.5% (plus applicable surcharge and education cess)
Dividend distributed by a domestic company is subject to dividend distribution tax (DDT)
of 20.36% (inclusive of surcharge and education cess).
Dividend income distributed by domestic companies (on which DDT has been paid) is
not taxable in the hands of the recipients.
20% (plus applicable rate of surcharge and education cess). However, in order to
augment long term low cost funds from overseas for the infrastructure sector, interest on
infrastructure bonds and certain other foreign currency borrowings is taxable at 5% (plus
applicable surcharge and education cess)
Royalty and FTS income of a non-resident is liable to tax at the rate of 10% on the gross
amount.
The tax rates in respect of interest, royalty and FTS as mentioned above or the tax rates as
per DTAA between India and the country of residence, whichever is more beneficial, will
apply. The DTAA rate will apply only if the payee has a valid tax residency certificate. Also,
the foreign company needs to obtain a Tax Identification Number in India, else, higher rate
of 20% will apply.
7.5% of specified receipts are deemed to be taxable income
10% of receipts are deemed to be taxable income
5% of specified receipts are deemed to be taxable income
10% of receipts are deemed to be taxable income
Business losses can be carried forward for a period of 8 years. Unabsorbed depreciation
can be carried forward indefinitely. Losses cannot be carried back.

Below are some of the incentives provided by the local tax laws:
• Weighted deduction for expenditure incurred on scientific research
• Accelerated Depreciation @ 35% in the first year of installation of
new plant & machinery.
• Investment allowance on investment in plant and machinery
exceeding INR 250 Mn for manufacturing activities.
Incentives
• Exemption from payment of taxes on income from a unit
situated at SEZ for first five years.
• Additional deduction for three years of 30% on the wages
paid to new workmen employed in factory, which is engaged
in manufacturing activities.
• Various sectorial / area specific incentives
In case of companies incorporated in India, worldwide income is liable to tax in India. In
Tax Base
case of foreign companies, India sourced income and income received in India is liable to
tax in India.
The Transfer Pricing provisions in India are generally in line OECD Guidelines. All
transactions must meet the arm’s length requirement. Documentation requirements are
Transfer Pricing
onerous. Provisions exist for entering into Advance Pricing Arrangements (APAs). Safe
Harbour Rules exist.
Capital Gain on sale of Shares and Securities:
Long-term Capital Gain – Nil / 10% / 20% (See Notes below)
Tax rates
Short-term Capital Gain – 15% / Normal tax rate (See Notes below)
Notes on Capital Gain:
• Gain from sale / transfer of shares and securities (other than units of mutual funds) listed on a Stock Exchange in India which
have been held for more than 12 months is Long Term Capital Gain.
• Gain from sale / transfer of shares and securities of an unlisted company in India will be treated as Long Term Capital Gain if such
shares or securities are held for more than 36 months.
• Gain arising on sale / transfer of shares and securities held for a period less than 12 / 36 months, as applicable, is Short Term Capital Gain.
• Long Term Capital Gain on sale / transfer of equity shares on Stock Exchange in India or on redemption of units of equity oriented
Mutual Funds are exempt / not taxable. Short Term Capital Gain on such sale / redemption is taxable at 15%.
• Long Term Capital Gain on sale / transfer of shares and securities of unlisted companies are liable to tax at 10% (without benefit
of indexation of costs) / 20% (with the benefit of indexation of costs). Short Term Capital Gain on such sale / redemption is
taxable at normal tax rates applicable to the tax payer.
• The tax rates mentioned above are to be increased by applicable surcharge and education cess.
III Taxation of Individuals
It is determined on the basis of physical presence in India during the relevant financial
Residential status
year [April to March]
Global income in case of ordinarily resident, Indian sourced income and income received
Tax base
in India in case of non-resident.
Upto Income of INR 250,000 – Nil, from INR 250,001 to INR 500,000 – 10%, from
Personal Income Tax Rates:
INR 500,001 to INR 1,000,000 – 20%, from INR 1,000,001 and upward – 30%
The tax rates mentioned above are to be increased by applicable surcharge
and education cess
IV Other Taxes
Not Applicable
Wealth tax
Value Added Tax (VAT)
Excise Duty
Service Tax
Customs duty
Social Security:
Contribution

Social Security Agreements

The rate of tax ranges from 1% to 30%, depending upon the nature of goods and the
respective state laws, normally the rate is 12.50%
Normally ranges from Nil to 12.50% but higher rates prevail depending on products.
Further, rebates / exemptions are available for export of goods.
14%. Export of Services is exempt.
Basic Customs Duty, Countervailing Duty (equal to excise duty), Special Addition Duty are
applicable on imports. Rate of duties depend on products. Credit and set-off of import
duties is available subject to certain conditions and type of duties.
Both the employer and the employee are required to contribute an amount equal 12% of the salary
towards Employee Provident Fund and Pension Scheme.
India has entered into Social Security Agreements with Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, South
Korea, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Switzerland and Hungary. Expats from these countries are exempted
from contributing to Social Security in India, and can continue to contribute to Social Security Schemes
in their home countries

Contemporary
Art Meets
French
Fine Dining
Is Bibo a French restaurant, art gallery,
street artist or all three?
Staff writer Elmo Wong goes
in search of the answer

L

ocated in the former regional headquarters of
the fictional ‘Compagnie Generale Francaise
de Tramways,’ Bibo blends contemporary art
with street art and French fine dining. The interior
transports you back to another era, with arched ceiling, brass pipes, dark parquet floors. Contemporary
art adorns the walks and even floor, along with Space
Invader street art. You may know some of the names
of the artists with installations by Vhils, Invader, Kaws,
Ella & Pitr, Mist, to hangings and works by Banksy,
Jean-Michel Basquiat, and King of Kowloon to drop
a few names.
The art and décor are appetizers for your eyes in
anticipation to the treat your taste buds are about to
enjoy. Heading the culinary team is Executive Chef
Mutaro Balde, whose mission is to express his passion for cooking through presenting classic and elegant French dishes. “We cook because we love food.”
He emphasized that diners can see his love for food
through his dishes, as he brings the art of French cuisine to their table.
From the art and decor to its dishes and cocktails,
this pioneering project is opening diners’ minds to a
new way of enjoying classic French cuisine and art.

Upgrading Hunan’s Industries

T

he number and scale of private enterprises operating in Hunan has been increasing in recent
years. Today, private enterprises play a key role in
providing job opportunities for the local population, as
well as boosting economic development in the province.
In 2014, the total value of assets of the top 100 private
enterprises in Hunan reached almost RMB 350 billion,
a growth of over 24% compared to 2013. Among the
top 100 enterprises, around 40% are in the manufacturing sector. With the province’s abundant resources,
solid industrial base and business-friendly investment
policies, Hunan is expected to continue attracting more
companies interested in setting up there.
To learn more about the province’s economic policies and investment opportunities, the Chamber’s China
Committee visited Changsha and Xiangtan, Hunan
Province, in late April. China Committee Chairman
Edmond Yue led the 15-member delegation to visit a
number of factories, including Tidfore Heavy Equipment Group, SNTO Group and Geely Automobile
Holdings Limited.

Hunan is home to Geely’s largest production plant in
the Mainland, which is fully automated with 29 welding
robots. The facility produces around 500 vehicles per
day, and its annual production exceeds 300,000 vehicles.
R&D
Many companies in Hunan put a lot of emphasis on
technology and manpower development to upgrade
their operations. Tidfore Heavy Equipment Group,
for example, offers a wide range of services, including
design, research and development, manufacturing, sales,
rental and supporting services of high end heavy equipment. The company employs 600 people in its research
department, which accounts for one-third of its total
employees.
Hunan will follow the lead of the China (Shanghai)
Pilot Free Trade Zone and adopt 14 new customs supervision rules to facilitate customs clearance. “As all supporting facilities and services continue to improve, the
development prospects for Hunan look very promising,”
said mission leader Edmond Yue.

Eric Fok (left), Vice Chairman of the
Chamber’s Young Executive Club,
attended a plaque unveiling ceremony in
Nansha, hosted by Hu Chunhua,
Guangdong’s Communist Party Secretary,
and Zhu Xiaodang, Guangdong Governor,
on 21 April.

Guangdong Vice Governor Zhao Yufang and
representatives from Qianhai, Nansha and Hengqin visited
Hong Kong on 8 May to brief the business community
about the Guangdong Free Trade Zone Pilot Programme.
P.C. Yu, Chamber General Committee Member and China
Committee Vice Chairman, and 20 Chamber members
attended the briefing.

Shenzhen’s Communist Party Secretary Ma Xingrui and
Mayor Xu Qin officiated over a plaque unveiling ceremony for
the launch of the Qianhai-Shekou Free Trade Zone on 27
April. Petrina Tam, China Committee Vice Chairman,
represented the Chamber at the event.

Tse Kwok Leung, Head of Policy
& Economic Research, Economist
& Strategic Planning Department,
Bank of China (Hong Kong),
spoke at a Chamber roundtable
luncheon on 19 May on “One Belt
One Road: New Opportunities for
Hong Kong.”

Wei Hong, Governor of Sichuan Province, led a delegation to Hong Kong for the 2015
Sichuan-Hong Kong Cooperation and Investment Seminar, which took place on 7 May. The
seminar introduced new developments relating to the Tianfu New Zone and transportation
network. Deputy Chairman Stephen Ng represented the Chamber at the event.

Edmond Yue, China Committee Chairman, attended a Heilongjiang-Hong Kong-Macao
roundtable meeting, organized by Heilongjiang Provincial Government on 4 May. Yue met
with Lu Hao, Governor, and Sun Yao, Vice Governor of Heilongjiang Province, to discuss
cooperation between the Chamber and the province.

Four Chamber members attended
the ninth Central China
Investment and Trade Expo in
Wuhan, Hubei Province, from
18-20 May, to explore business
opportunities in the province.

Xie Guixiang, Deputy Director of Zhangjiajie Commerce
Department, visited the Chamber on 29 April to seek
the Chamber’s help in promoting a seminar about
Zhangjiajie, scheduled to take place in Hong Kong in
May. Wendy Lo, Senior Manager, China Business,
welcomed the visitor.
Guolan, Deputy Director, Department of Central Office,
People’s Government of Ganzhou City of Jiangxi
Province, visited the Chamber on 7 May to invite the
Chamber to co-organize a seminar promoting the city.
Wendy Lo, Senior Manager, China Business,
welcomed Guolan and expressed the Chamber’s
support for the event.
Ge Ming, Executive Chairman of Shenzhen Social
Organizations Federation, led a delegation to the
Chamber on 29 April. Watson Chan, Senior Director,
Policy and China Business, welcomed the visitors and
introduced the work of the Chamber.
Yunnan Governor Chen Hao hosted a luncheon
on 18 May to promote the third China-South Asia
Expo to the Hong Kong business community. The
expo will be held in Kunming in June. Petrina Tam,

Becky Lai, Senior Advisor,
Greater China Tax Policy
Services Leader, and Tracy Ho,
Tax Managing Partner, Hong
Kong & Macau, E&Y Hong
Kong, spoke at a Chamber
roundtable luncheon on 12 May
about changes to tax
regulations. They also advised
how companies can fulfil
requirements of both the Hong
Kong Inland Revenue
Department and the Mainland
State Administration of Taxation.

China Committee Vice Chairman, represented the
Chamber at the luncheon.
Zhu Yuanfa, Deputy Director General of the
Department of Commerce, Jiangxi Province, called on
the Chamber on 28 April to discuss arrangements for
a visit by the province’s Governor to the Chamber in
late May.

P.C. Yu, General Committee
Member and Vice Chairman of
China Committee, attended the
inauguration of the Council of Hong
Kong Ningxia Association on 22
April and was invited to be the
Honorary President of the
association. Ningxia Hui
Autonomous Region intersects
several provinces which are home to
many ethnic groups and the region
will play an important role in China’s
“going global” initiative.

Stephen Ip, China Lead Partner for Government
& Infrastructure Sector Business, KPMG China,
spoke at a Chamber roundtable luncheon on 22
May on the progress of public-private
partnerships in China.

Chamber CEO Shirley Yuen,
and Senior Director, Policy &
China Business Watson Chan,
met Ada Wong, Convenor and
Director, and Janis Tong, Head
of Programme and Development
of The Good Lab, on 29 April
to discuss opportunities for
collaboration between the two
organizations.

Tony Miller, Chairman of Business
Aviation Centre Ltd, spoke at
the Europe Committee’s 22 April
meeting on the business aircraft and
private jet market in Hong Kong and
Europe, as well as the facilities in
Hong Kong to support the sector.

Regulating a Free Economy, Intelligently
Chamber Deputy Chairman Stephen Ng spoke at a Public Policy Forum
hosted by the Faculty of Social Sciences, HKU, on 20 April. Ng shared
his views on economic freedom in his speech titled: “Regulating a Free
Economy, Intelligently.”

The Consul General of Peru Sergio Manuel Avila Traverso, and Peruvian
entrepreneur Alonso Hernandez, CEO of Ecommodities, called on the
Chamber on 15 May to promote Andean grains, including quinoa and chia
seeds, which are highly nutritious and very good for one’s health. Americas
Committee Chairman Michael Paulus and Vice Chairman Gary Ahuja
welcomed the visitors. Hernandez said exports of quinoa and chia seeds
to Hong Kong have grown significantly in recent years, and he sees huge
potential for growth. He added that the U.S. is the largest importer of quinoa,
and he is looking to start exporting to Hong Kong, following growing interest
in Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan and India. If members would like more
information on Peruvian imports, they can contact fion@chamber.org.hk.

The Chamber and Microsoft Hong Kong Limited co-organized the CityNext
Forum: Engaging 21st Century Citizens on 22 April. More than 120 people
attended the event to exchange views on how technologies can help
improve our lives and environment.

Yang Xuehai, Johnny Zhang and Liang Xijun of the Guangdong Crossborder e-Commerce Industry Association, spoke at a Chamber roundtable
luncheon on 6 May. The speakers discussed the growth of cross-border
e-Commerce in Mainland China, related logistics services, and how
overseas brands can enter the Mainland market using cross-border
e-commerce platforms.

Henry Chang, Information Technology Advisor,
Office of the Privacy Commissioner for Personal
Data, briefed members at a Chamber roundtable
luncheon on 24 April about the legal obligations
of mobile app developers, with regards to the
Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance.

Tatiana Budnaya, Chief Representative
of Hong Kong & China – Trade Fairs
in the Russian Federation, UBM Asia
Ltd, called on the Chamber on 12 May
to seek the Chamber’s help in finding
speakers for a forum on energy and
environmental issues in St Petersburg
in October this year. The Chamber’s
Assistant Director for PR & Programs
Malcolm Ainsworth welcomed the
visitor and discussed ways that the
Chamber could cooperate.
The Chamber’s recent mission to Europe from 16-24 May visited Milan
for the Milan Expo, which focuses on food and feeding the world. During
the mission, members met with local businesses to explore export and
business opportunities in Italy. Members also visited one of the world’s
top denim producers as well as local trade associations before flying to
Barcelona for the second leg of the trip.

At the committee’s 16 April meeting,
members discussed submissions on a
proposed Voluntary Health Insurance
Scheme, China’s 13th Five Year Plan,
Revised Draft Guidelines under the
Competition Ordinance, and a recently
launched consultation on the future
development of Hong Kong’s electricity
market. A Chamber submission on the
proposed Voluntary Health Insurance
Scheme was sent to the Food and
Health Bureau on 15 April.

Paul O’ Rourke, Managing Director
of O’ Rourke Associates, visited
the Chamber on 21 April, where he
was welcomed by Environment &
Sustainability Committee Chairman
Cary Chan and members.
O’Rourke, who is an expert
on energy, shared his
knowledge on the regulatory
framework and opening of
electricity markets in the U.S.
Steve Wong, Environment &
Sustainability Committee Vice
Chairman, attended a consultation
meeting on the direction and
mechanism of the $1 billion Recycling
Fund proposed in the Chief Executive's
Policy Address.

A 25-member delegation from the Kamskiy Innovative Regional Production
Cluster (Innokam), led by Natalia Tarkaeva, Deputy Minister, Ministry of
the Economy of the Republic of Tatarstan, visited the Chamber on 12
May to meet with members interested in cooperating with businesses in
the cluster. They were welcomed by Europe Committee Chairman Neville
Shroff, Asia & Africa Committee Chairman Andrew Wells, China Committee
Chairman Edmond Yue, HKGCC Chief Economist David O’Rear and
members. The trade zone specializes in automobile and truck production,
as well as petrochemicals. During the meeting, the Chamber signed a
Memorandum of Understanding with Innokam.

Alex Siu, Senior Vice President,
and Kenneth Wong, Assistant Vice
President, FIC Development, Global
Markets Division of the Hong Kong
Exchanges and Clearing Ltd, called
on the Chamber on 6 May to discuss
possible opportunities for cooperation
between the two organizations. Senior
Director for Policy & China Business
Watson Chan and Assistant Director
Charlotte Chow met with the visitors.

The Global Services Coalition, of which
the HKCSI is a member, expressed
its support on 14 April for the Trade in
Services Agreement (TiSA) negotiation
and urged TiSA negotiators to give
their fullest attention to achieving deep
and uniform commitments.

Two Competition Ordinance-related
submissions, respectively on the
Revised Draft Guidelines and a
proposed charging scheme, were
made to the Competition Commission
on 24 April.

Chamber Chairman Y.K. Pang, and Legislative Council Representative Jeffrey Lam,
attended the inauguration ceremony of the Hong Kong General Chamber of Young
Entrepreneurs (HKGCYE) on 24 April. HKGCYE was founded by a group of young,
enthusiastic, successful city entrepreneurs who have been supported by the Youth
Business Hong Kong (YBHK) programme. Its core objectives are to create a stronger
community of entrepreneurs under 45 years old, promote an entrepreneurial culture
among Hong Kong young people, and to stimulate business networking and
opportunities, among others.

Mark Cawson QC shared his
insights at a Chamber seminar
on 5 May titled "Claims to
Enforce Business Sale and Share
Warranties." He discussed the
increasingly common practice of
providing warranties in the sale
of a business, the resultant rise in
claims to enforce such warranties,
and the remedies available based
on practical experiences in the U.K.

Dr Frank Tong, Chief Executive Officer
of the Hong Kong Applied Science and
Technology Research Institute (ASTRI),
briefed members on ASTRI's initiatives
under its new leadership during the
committee's 20 April meeting.

Charles Lankester, Senior VP
of Ruder Finn Asia, briefed
members at a Chamber seminar
on 7 May on how companies and
C-suite executives in Hong Kong
were missing out on potential
opportunities created by social
media. He also cited some case
studies of how some businesses
had turned negative opinions
around via social media to rebuild
their companies' reputation and
businesses.

Chamber members had an enlightening visit to Tom Lee Music’s Tsimshatsui
showroom, which is one of the largest musical instrument stores in South East Asia,
on 12 May. Members learned about and experienced the latest trends in musical
instruments and technologies.

Seven members represented
the Chamber to participate
in the 23rd Dr Henry Fok
Corporate Patron League
Tennis Tournament on 24
April at Victoria Park. All
players were thrilled to be
playing at such a challenging
and competitive level. The
players made it through to the
semi-final. From left to right:
Gary Hui, Bryant Shu, Marcus
Taeck, Mikael Pare, Nicolas
Bouvier and Anthony Chan
(Will Gee Yu Lam not pictured).

Commercial samples
Jewelry, spectacles,
apparels, watches,
leather goods, etc.

Professional equipment
Press, cine, sound and
TV broadcasting equipment,
musical instruments, machinery,
electrical equipment, etc.
EXPO

Goods for trade fairs & exhibitions
All kinds of products, equipment,
antiques, art, paintings,
display booths, etc.

Enquiry
Email
Website

Members
Enjoy
Discount

: 2398 6036 or 2398 6011
: carnet@chamber.org.hk
: http://cert.chamber.org.hk/atacarnet

Norman Yeung, Vice Chairman,
SME Committee, attended
the launch ceremony of the IP
Manager Scheme, organized
by the Intellectual Property
Department, on 21 May.

Catherine Soulas Baron, a
certified Corporate Etiquette and
International Protocol Consultant,
spoke about the art of appreciating
wine and cheese on 22 May at
Saint-Louis’ boutique, a renowned
French luxury maker.

The HKGCC Oxfam Trailwalker
teams, consisting of eight team
members and seven supporting
team members, completed five
training sessions in April and
May. This year’s Trailwalker will
take place on 20-22 November.
YEC members are also seeking
sponsors, and all money raised will
be donated to Oxfam Hong Kong.

Michael Pranikoff, PR Newswire’s Global Director of Emerging Media
from the U.S., spoke at a YEC networking luncheon on 27 May. Pranikoff
highlighted the most effective ways for companies to reach their
customers and how companies should be positioning their marketing
strategies for 2015.

C

hamber Chairman Y K Pang
spoke to a full house at the
Chamber’s Annual General
Meeting on 18 May. He began the
meeting by asking members to consider, and if thought fit, pass the proposed resolutions as Ordinary Resolutions to amend the Chamber’s Articles of Association. The proposed resolutions are summarized as follows:
“That the Chamber’s Articles of
Association be amended to incorporate, inter alia, relevant conditions to
be met for a person to be eligible as a
candidate for election to the General
Committee, as well as relevant provisions for the deemed retirement
of a General Committee member
(not being the Chairman, Deputy
Chairman or a Vice Chairman for
the time being) when he has reached
or exceeded the 16-year threshold
in office (not counting the period
serving as an ex officio) on the General Committee, unless otherwise
decided by the General Committee.”
Members unanimously passed
the resolutions before voting on

which General Committee members
they wished to elect. Victor Li, John
Slosar, Peter Wong and Betty Yuen
were re-elected, while Leland Sun,
Managing Director of Pan Asian
Mortgage Co Ltd, and Edmond Yue,
Director of Wo Hing Construction
Co Ltd, were newly elected as General Committee members.
Helping businesses grow
Pang told members that the
Chamber has been stressing the
need to enhance Hong Kong’s competitiveness and political stability as
these are vital to safeguard our prosperity.
The past 12 months have been
difficult for Hong Kong on many
fronts. The subdued growth in
world trade and the highly disruptive protest movement that took
place in the fourth quarter affected
many businesses as well as the public. Towards the end of last year,
there was a sharp drop in retail sales,
due to Mainland tourists being put
off visiting Hong Kong.

“Despite these challenges, our
economy managed to grow 2.3%
amid an extremely tight labour situation that added to the rising cost
of doing business. Overall, prices
rose 4.4% over the course of the
year, although the recent drop in
oil prices may offer some relief this
year,” he said.
Politics weighed heavily on Hong
Kong during the year, culminating
in a prolonged yet largely peaceful
protest movement that has come
to be known as the “Occupy Movement.” Pang stressed the need to
find a way to combine our ideals
and aspirations with the reality of
the world in which we live.
“The starting points are the Basic
Law, the relevant decisions of the
Standing Committee of the National
People’s Congress and the principle of
‘One Country, Two Systems.’ We sincerely hope that this important work
will not be derailed by those who cannot tolerate compromise,” he said.
Pang warned that Hong Kong
needs to pay very close attention to

the cost of doing business, and to
the availability and quality of our
workforce. Businesses also need to
think very carefully about how they
can remain relevant in a rapidly
changing world.
As part of this, the Chamber lobbied Government on a wide range
of issues, aiming at making it easier
for members to do business and
increasing Hong Kong’s competitiveness. Among the submissions

presented to the Government, both
the Chief Executive and the Financial Secretary accepted many of the
Chamber’s proposals in their respective Policy and Budget Addresses,
including providing more assistance
to SMEs. The Chamber also lobbied Government to find ways to
address the acute labour shortage
and streamline the town planning
process, as well as the urgent need to
expand the airport.

The Chamber lobbied Government
on a wide range of issues, aiming
at making it easier for members
to do business and increasing
Hong Kong’s competitiveness.

T

he Mainland began a series of farreaching reforms in 2014. Of most
concern to businesses were taxation and
financial reforms. The China Committee
organized seminars last year to help
members get a clearer picture of the
changes and related business opportunities
that the reforms will create.
Edmond Yue, Chairman of the China
Committee, said the Chamber proposed
that Guangdong adopt a pilot “negative
list” approach and grant “national treatment” to Hong Kong enterprises. “Both of
these recommendations were incorporated
into the latest CEPA agreement announced
in December 2014,” he said. “The breakthrough marks an important milestone
towards achieving basic liberalization of
trade in services between the Mainland and
Hong Kong by the end of the National 12th
Five-Year Plan period.”

Serving Members Better

R

eviewing the Chamber’s
work in the past year, CEO
Shirley Yuen said 2014 was
a year of huge contrasts. Protestors
blocked the streets for almost three
months, yet the number of businesses registered in Hong Kong continued to grow to surpass 1.2 million. Hong Kong had a record number of people employed, yet many
businesses often found themselves
short staffed due to the acute labour
shortage. And a record number of
Mainland tourists coming to Hong
Kong, yet not everyone welcomed
the visitors or the benefits that they
had on our economy. A small group
of disgruntled radicals staged ugly
protests and hurled insults at Mainland tourists, which fuelled an antiMainland sentiment.
Yuen said these and other episodes put a lot of pressure on many
businesses. To help members stay on
top of the challenges, the Chamber
organized timely talks, seminars and
training programmes. The Chamber
also lobbied Government on a wide
range of policies, producing around
40 policy submissions, which was
almost double the number in 2013.
“The surge reflects the unfortunate truth that, increasingly, more

and more regulations are being
imposed on businesses. Many of
the recommendations in our submissions were accepted, but we are
aware that we cannot simply keep
working harder and harder; we have
to work smarter,” she said.
The Chamber will continue to
work closely with policy committees to chart businesses through
the increasingly choppy policy seas.
“We will expand our use of technology and social media to promote
the Chamber’s policy positions and
work,” she said. “Social media sites
like Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram
and Flickr have expanded our interaction with members, as well as our
visibility and reach into the wider
community.”
In 2014, the Chamber broadened
the range of online business documentation services that helped
businesses save time and
money. The online booking
process for events has been
enhanced in preparation
for the launch of the
Chamber’s mobile
app this summer.
Yuen said the
app will allow
the Cham-

ber to better engage members, facilitate their interaction with the Secretariat, and make them feel more
connected as a member.
Other new developments in 2014
included the establishment of the
Young Executives Club, or YEC for
short, in September. The club is
managed by young executives who
organize a diverse range of events
focused specifically on serving the
needs and interests of young executives. The Chamber hopes the club
will also attract more young entrepreneurs in Hong Kong to join the
Chamber family.
Yuen asked members to watch
out for the Chamber’s new services and facilities with the proposed expansion and upgrade of
our premises in United Centre.
She added, “These will complement the work we
have done in the past
12 months, and ensure
the Chamber is well
equipped to not just
meet, but to
exceed members’ expectations in
the coming
years.”

Helping Businesses Advance
and Innovate

A

major concern last year involved farreaching policy changes in Guangdong
relating to the collective bargaining and
collective contracts of enterprises. K.C. Leung,
Chairman of the Industry & Technology
Committee said a joint chambers lobbying
group negotiated with the Guangdong
Government to find a way forward.
“We stressed the advantages of a market economy and businesses owners’ right
to manage their companies independently.
After six meetings with representatives of the
Guangdong Federation of Trade Unions, the
People’s Congress of Guangdong agreed to
adopt most of our recommendations in the
final regulation, much to the relief of businesses,” he said.
Locally, the committee worked closely
with the DIT Committee and submitted
a paper supporting the establishment of
the Innovation and Technology Bureau.
Regrettably, proposal to establish the bureau
was shot down due to filibustering in the
Legislative Council, he said.

Businesses Struggle

T

he retail and tourism sectors
experienced an unusual year in 2014.
There were two major incidents: the
79-day Occupy Movement, which affected
retailers and businesses in core retail areas,
and the escalating negative sentiment
towards Mainland tourists resulting in
protests and rallies. Consequently, the
Retail & Tourism Committee had a very
busy year responding to these and other
events impacting the sector.
The committee exchanged views with
Government officials and legislators on
concerns to the retail and tourism trade.
Regarding the Chief Executive’s remarks
favouring reducing the number of Mainland visitors coming to Hong Kong under
the Individual Visit Scheme to ease concerns of Hong Kong residents, “we recommended that the Government should
enhance our capacity to receive tourists
by developing new attractions and tourism clusters. We believe that alleviating the
pressure on popular tourist spots is more
useful than limiting the number of Mainland visitors,” P C Yu, Chairman of the
Retail & Tourism Committee said.
The acute manpower shortage
was another challenge for this sector.
“We engaged in discussions with the
Commerce and Economic Development
Bureau, as well as the Vocational Training
Council, on measures to provide
adequate manpower to serve the retail
and tourism sectors,” Yu added. “The
Government is making some progress
with the establishment of the qualification
framework for the retail sector. We believe
this will be beneficial to people working
in the trade, especially those lacking
academic qualifications, but
possessing solid work
experience.”

New General Committee Line-up
新一屆理事會

Y K Pang, Director of Jardine Matheson Ltd, and Chief Executive of Hongkong
Land, was re-elected Chairman of HKGCC for the coming year at the inaugural
meeting of the new General Committee immediately after the HKGCC’s Annual
General Meeting on the evening of 18 May. Stephen Ng, Chairman & Managing
Director of The Wharf (Holdings) Ltd, was also re-elected as Deputy Chairman.
The three Vice Chairmen are, respectively: Victor Li, Managing Director & Deputy Chairman of Cheung Kong (Holdings) Ltd; Aron Harilela, Chairman & CEO
of Hari Harilela Ltd; and Betty Yuen, Vice Chairman of CLP Power Hong Kong
Limited.
At the Annual General Meeting, members elected a total of six members to
fill the seats on the General Committee – the governing body of the Chamber – who were required to step down this year. Four of them were re-elected,
including Victor Li, John Slosar, Peter Wong and Betty Yuen. Leland Sun, Managing
Director of Pan Asian Mortgage Co Ltd, and Edmond Yue, Director of Wo Hing
Construction Co Ltd, were newly elected as General Committee members. Following is an updated list of the General Committee.

Balancing Economic Development
and Social Welfare

T

he path towards constitutional development sparked
fierce debates last year,
which affected both the operations of the Government and society. The 79-day Occupy Movement
that blocked major roads in Hong
Kong hit businesses, in particular
the tourism and retail sectors, very
hard.
“Recent political developments
have given rise to populism and
welfarism. Therefore, introducing
an appropriate mechanism in our

election that considers the interests
of different sectors of society would
be a way of maintaining economic
prosperity and stability,” said the
Hon Jeffrey Lam, the Chamber’s
Legislative Council Representative.
Putting the current political disorder aside, improving Hong Kong’s
business environment continues to
be an ongoing concern. The Competition Law, which is expected to
take effect by the first of December
this year, is a major worry for businesses. Lam said he has stressed

Chairman: Y K Pang
Deputy Chairman: Stephen Ng
Vice Chairmen: Aron Harilela, Victor Li, Betty Yuen
Legco Representative: Jeffrey K F Lam
General Committee Members:
Nicholas Brooke, Agnes Chan, Oscar Chow, Manohar Chugh, Fu Yu Ning,
Stanley Hui, Benjamin Hung, Raymond Kwok, Ronald Lee, David Lie,
John Slosar, Leland Sun, James Tien, Peter Wong, Anthony Wu, Emil Yu,
Pang-Chun Yu, Edmond Yue and Allan Zeman

repeatedly that the ambiguity of
the Competition Ordinance and
the lack of clear guidelines means
some businesses may inadvertently
infringe the law.
With the rise of populism and
the charged political atmosphere,
he expects more labour and social
welfare to be added to LegCo’s
agenda. These include the abolition
of the MPF offsetting mechanism,
the introduction of a universal pension scheme and standard working
hours.

Engaging 21st Century Digital Citizens

C

hamber members had an exclusive look around
Tom Lee Music’s Tsimshatsui showroom – one of
the largest musical instrument stores in South East
Asia – on 12 May. Members learned about and experienced
the latest trends in musical instruments and technologies,
as well as saw antique instruments, including a 100-yearold piano, and a guitar made from the original Liberty Tree.
Members were also amazed at the application of technology to musical instruments, allowing amateurs to learn to
play beautiful music quickly.
Established in 1953 in Hong Kong, Tom Lee Music
retail outlets have now extended to Macao and Canada.

It believes that in a world where time flies and pressure
is inherent, music is a natural stress reliever, Tom Lee’s
son, Frank Lee, told members. “It refreshes the soul and
nourishes the well-being. It is also a natural form of
expression reflecting our passions and our dreams.”
The Tom Lee Foundation is involved in a number of
community services and brings world-class artists to
Hong Kong, helps musicians to showcase themselves,
as well as offers sponsorships through providing instruments, funds or promotional support to various music
activities and other worthy causes to promote the appreciation and enjoyment of music in the community.

Customs & Excise HQ

O

ver 30 Chamber members
visited the Customs &
Excise Department’s headquarters on 21 May to learn more
about how the organization operates. Members learned about how it
prevents smuggling, tackles drugs,
and protects consumers’ interests
by fighting piracy. Members were
also interested in hearing about how
the Electronic Crime Investigation
Centre combats IPR crime, and the

challenges posed by 3-D printing.
Commissioned in 2010, the
headquarters accommodates most
of the administrative and investigation formations which were previously scattered over the territory.
Other facilities inside the building
include an indoor firing range, an
electronic crime investigation centre, a detention centre, a multi-purpose auditorium, an exhibition gallery and a media briefing room.

Innovating
New Business
Opportunities
Lethargic economic growth is encouraging
companies to throw conventional corporate
strategies to the wind and go out on a limb to
test out new innovate business ideas

“H

ong Kong has time and again proven its ability and determination to strive for excellence
and achieve growth even in difficult times,”
said K.C. Leung, Chairman of the Chamber’s Industry &
Technology Committee. “To stay ahead of the game, all
businesses – whether traditional or emerging sectors – need
to break away from humdrum routines, get out of their
comfort zone and be innovative.”
Speaking at the Chamber’s seminar on “Innovating
New Business Opportunities” on 13 May, Leung said the
Chamber has been stressing the importance of encouraging innovation and creativity within companies for years.
Also speaking at the seminar, Prof. Tak Chi Lee, Associate Dean of School of Design of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, introduced how successful companies
have used design-led strategies as an important part of
their overall business development. Prof. King Lun Yeung,
Associate Dean of Engineering (Research & Graduate Studies) and Professor of Chemical & Biomolecular
Engineering of the Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology, spoke on nano opportunities for businesses,
while Simon Squibb, CEO of Nest HK Ltd, explained how
investors pick quality and scalable startups.
The seminar also promoted the “2015 Hong Kong
Awards for Industries: Innovation and Creativity,” organized by the Chamber. Thinex Shek, Assistant Director
for Policy & Development, walked members of the audience through the selection criteria for the awards and
highlighted characteristics of past winners.

All that Glitters Is Not Gold

A

nnie Tse may appear to be a carefree, rich woman
with a taste for fine jewellery and a luxurious
lifestyle, yet she hasn’t always had it so easy. The
graduate in computer engineering heads Tse Sui Luen
Jewellery (International) Ltd’s (TSL), which has gone
through many ups and downs. As the daughter-in-law
of the group’s founder, she was thrust into the top position during a very dark period in the company’s history.
Speaking to members at the Chamber’s Women Executives Club breakfast meeting, Tse explained that both
she and her husband used to have separate careers, but,
“At one point, I decided to join TSL for a simple reason
of helping my husband. I never imagined that would
turn out to be such a huge challenge for me.”
She joined the family business in 2002, and used her
IT background to modernize the company’s management, business process and enterprise resource planning
systems. In 2006, she joined TSL’s board of directors.
But in 2008, she was propelled to the helm of the family jewellery empire and appointed Chairman and CEO
after her husband and father-in-law were both jailed for
paying illegal kickbacks to travel agents to take tourists
to their showrooms. Despite the very testing period, she
soldiered on and implemented major reforms to the
company’s internal structure and strategies. The necessary changes were welcomed and enhanced the company’s image and positioning.
Apart from being the Chairman and CEO of a Hong
Kong listed company, she is also a mother of three children. Tse said she only has a few hours of sleep every
night, but no matter how busy she is, she always puts
her children first, and spends of her time on
the weekends playing and studying with
her children like any other mother.
“I have no regrets in choosing this path and if given the
choice to turn back time,
I would do the same thing
again. All the hardships have
pushed me to accomplish
far more than I ever imagined I could do,” said Tse.

A Journey to Health and Success

W

hen David Chan worked
as a nurse in a hospital,
he had the idea of opening his own medical services centre.
“Because I was a nurse, whenever I
pitched my idea to investors, family or friends, they all turned me
down or even made fun of me,” he
told 40 students from MKMCF Ma
Chan Duen Hey Memorial College,
as part of the Chamber’s BusinessSchools Partnership Programme.
“But I stood firm and believed
in myself so never gave up. I finally
managed to raise sufficient capital
to start my own business Kinetics
Medical & Health Group Company
Ltd, in November 2001” he added.
Chan is a classic example of how
hard work and perseverance are the
keys to success. Today, his company
offers a wide range of medical and
healthcare services, and during our
school’s visit we had the opportunity
to have a variety of health tests that

checked our blood pressure, blood
glucose and lung function. After the
tests, Kinetics staff explained the
test results to us, which also helped
us understand more about ourselves
and our health.
The respiratory system test was
very impressive and obviously we
all wanted to make sure our respiratory system was functioning
properly. After the test, the instructor explained what the test results
showed about our health. My classmates were all very eager to take the
test to demonstrate that they are
healthy! Although the test seemed
simple, we all had much to learn.
The instructor also explained practical measures that we could follow
to prevent respiratory disease.
Fighting against adversity
During the outbreak of SARS
in 2003, many Hong Kong people
were reluctant to go out. It was also

a very dark and difficult period for
businesses, as many customers were
staying at home, consequently businesses’ revenues plunged. Kinetics
was not spared and Hong Kong’s
malls were deserted. Despite facing
mounting debts, he remained optimistic and soldiered on.
“Employees are the most important asset of our company. That is
why I shared my company’s profit
with employees even before I cleared
my debts, so that they would continue
to work happily with us,” he said.
Kinetics finally emerged from the
crisis due to Chan’s constant efforts
to find new business opportunities.
He also expanded his centres to outlying islands.
Chan’s experience and persistence
taught us how to deal with adversity
and to never give up. It also taught
be to be more health conscious, and
understand that prevention is always
better than cure.

“I learned that prevention is
better than cure, and if you
work hard enough, you can
grind an iron rod into a
needle.”
— Melody Hung

Business School Partnership Programme Calendar
Three groups of students from Heep Yunn School
gave their presentations as part of a pre-assigned task to
design an IT related social service in collaboration with
an NGO at the NEC’s office on 7 May. Despite a tight
budget and operational constraints, the groups were
able to come up with some brilliant ideas. The judging
panel, consisting of NEC executives, chose the winning
group, and their idea will become a reality this summer.
SKH Lam Woo Memorial Secondary School
students learned about supply chain developments and
technologies during a talk on 20 May by Dave Lim,
Managing Director of DHL Supply Chain.
St. Rose of Lima’s College students visited Cathy
Pacific City on 22 May to learn about the airline and the
aviation industry in Hong Kong.
Raimondi College students visited the Airport
Authority on 29 May. They were given the opportunity to
visit the airfield as well as the control room to learn
about the airport and flight control.

“I was very impressed with
David’s story about how he
became an entrepreneur. His
perseverance and resilience in the
face of failure led to success. His
positive attitude also inspired me
not to give up so easily and to
seek solutions to problems that I
encounter.”
— May Shih

“David helped me to understand
that hard work spells success
and ‘no pain no gain’.”
– Lam Wai Kin

Mark Your Diary

8 Jun

11 Jun

Town Hall Forum:
Meet the ExCo –
The Hon Nicholas
Yang Wei-hsiung

Smart City • Smart Hong Kong

2015 Chamber Events
JUNE

02
JUN

Seminar: Latest Trends in Talent
Assessment – what organizations around
the world do in assessing/selecting talents?

11
JUN

Workshop: Time Management
Smart City • Smart Hong Kong
Economic Policy Committee Meeting

03
JUN

Workshop:
Confidence in Making Speeches
HKCSI Executive Committee Meeting
Manpower Committee: Visit to
Cathay Pacific City

Annual GC / Council Meeting with the CE

Guangzhou Training – Closing Ceremony

05

Retail & Tourism Committee Meeting

15

JUN

JUN

Town Hall Forum: Meet the ExCo – The
Hon Nicholas Yang Wei-hsiung

09

Workshop: How to transform your team
and build true engagement ?

JUN

Shipping and Transport Committee Meeting
SME Committee Meeting
SME Committee Dinner

WEC Networking: Business over meals –
Essential Dining Etiquette

08
JUN

JUN

HKCSI Executive Committee Roundtable
Luncheon: The Value of Services in the
Manufacturing Process

CSI Executive Committee Meeting

04
JUN

12

16

Training: Effective Selling Skills

JUN

Taxation Committee Meeting

17

Lawful Wages Calculation Workshop

JUN

Environment & Sustainability
Committee Meeting

18

YEC Networking:
Latte Art Workshop

JUN

12

Jun

22 Jun

Roundtable Luncheon:
The Value of Services in
the Manufacturing Process

25 Jun

Meet the Chamber
Chairman

15 July

Networking: Cocktail
Reception in Honour of
the European Consuls
General in Hong Kong

HKGCC Mission to
Tianjin (15 – 17 July)

For further details and a complete listing
of all our events, visit us online

JUNE

JULY

18

Good Citizen Award Presentation Ceremony

JUN

Real Estate and Infrastructure
Committee Meeting

19

China Committee Meeting

JUN

DIT Committee Meeting

22

Meet the Chamber Chairman

JUN

Membership Committee Meeting

23

Seminar: Developing a sustainable benefit
programme strategy for talent attraction
and retention

JUN

Visit to MTR Corporation
Asia & Africa Committee Meeting

24

Americas Committee Meeting

JUN

New Member’s Briefing

25

Training: Essential Will & Skills for Young
Executives’ Next Step Up

JUN

26

Networking: Cocktail Reception in Honour of
the European Consuls General in Hong Kong
Financial & Treasury Services
Committee Meeting

JUN

30
JUN

Seminar: Optimizing Generational Diversity
to Maximize Potential in Corporations

06

BSP Workshop:
Interviewing Skills and Business Etiquette

07

Seminar: Better Manage Your Overseas
Account Receivables

08

Seminar: Mindfulness:
Rising above the Noise at Work

10

BSP Closing Ceremony at Munsang College

14

Business over Meals at La Parole

15

HKGCC Mission to Tianjin (15 – 17 July)

16

WEC Event: TSL Jewellery Appreciation
Workshop at TSL Jewellery Flagship Store

22

WEC Luncheon with Mei Ling

24

Workshop: Coach Your Team to Provide
Premium Customer Service and Turn
Transactions into Relationships

JUL
JUL
JUL
JUL
JUL
JUL
JUL

MP Committee Seminar:
Buying & Growing Talent

JUL
JUL

Connect • Collaborate • Catalyse

APAC Innovation Summit 2015 Series

24-25 June 2015

Grand Hall, Science Park
www.apacinnosummit.net

FEATURED SPEAKERS

Gordon Cheng

Dario Floreano

David Hanson

Homayoon Kazerooni

Technische Universität
München

École Polytechnique Fédérale
de Lausanne

Hanson Robotics

University of California,
Berkeley

Kay Matzner

Marc Papageorge

Robert Riener

Norman Tien

Fraunhofer Gesellschaft (IFF)

Spec Sensors

Eidgenössische Technische
Hochschule Zürich

The University of Hong Kong

A perfect platform for you to be inspired and to network with industry partners for collaboration opportunities!

Register today!

HKGCC members are
entitled to a 50% discount.

Note: Information is subject to change without prior notice.

